
bonus
spells

spells  per
day

spell save 
DC

modifiers

SCHOOL SPELL

7th level spells

CONCENTRATION

MISC.
MODIFIER

TOTAL
BONUS

CHARISMA
MODIFIER

CASTER
LEVEL

Wizard Spells Prepared
CASTER LEVEL and RANGES

SHORT RANGE 
25 ft + 5 ft/2 lvls

MEDIUM RANGE 
100 ft + 10 ft lvl

LONG RANGE 
400 ft + 40 ft lvl

CASTER LEVEL

Potions/Scrolls/Wands

Wizard Abilities
Arcane School

School Power

Bonus Feats At the levels indicated below you gain a 
bonus feat. At each such opportunity, he 
can choose a metamagic feat, an item 
creation feat, or Spell Mastery. 

Bonus FeatLevel

1

5

10

Familiar

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

SKILLS

CMB

NAME TYPE

SIZE INITIATIVE

ATTACKS

DAMAGEATTACK BONUSWEAPON CRITICAL

DAMAGEATTACK BONUSWEAPON CRITICAL

DAMAGEATTACK BONUSWEAPON CRITICAL

SAVING THROWS

FORTITUDE (CON)
Good c   Poor c

REFLEX (DEX)
Good c   Poor c

WILL (WIS)
Good c   Poor c

CMD

SPEED

Total Hit Points

Wounds/Current HP

Energy Resistance

DR

SPECIAL ABILITIES

FEATS

AC
TOTAL

= 10 +

natural
armor

size
modifier

dex
modifier

misc.
modifier

Touch AC

Flat Footed ACmisc.
modifier

5th level spells

bonus
spells

spells  per
day

spell save 
DC

modifiers

SCHOOL SPELL

6th level spells

bonus
spells

spells  per
day

spell save 
DC

modifiers

SCHOOL SPELL

bonus
spells

spells  per
day

spell save 
DC

modifiers

SCHOOL SPELL

8th level spells

bonus
spells

spells  per
day

spell save 
DC

modifiers

SCHOOL SPELL

9th level spells

bonus
spells

spells  per
day

spell save 
DC

modifiers

SCHOOL SPELL

4th level spells

bonus
spells

spells  per
day

spell save 
DC

modifiers

SCHOOL SPELL

2nd level spells

bonus
spells

spells  per
day

spell save 
DC

modifiers

SCHOOL SPELL

3rd level spells

bonus
spells

spells  per
day

spell save 
DC

modifiers

SCHOOL SPELL

1st level spells

spell save 
DC

modifiers

0 level spells

Metamagic Feats
level

adjustment
feat
name

Arcane Bond At 1st level, wizards form a powerful 
bond with an object or a creature. This 

bond can take one of two forms: a Familiar or a Bonded Object. Once a wizard makes 
this choice, it is permanent and cannot be changed. Wizards who select a bonded 
object begin play with one at no cost. Objects that are the subject of an arcane bond 
must fall into one of the following categories: amulet, ring, staff, wand, or weapon. 
These objects are always masterwork quality. Weapons acquired at 1st level are not 
made of any special material. If the object is an amulet or ring, it must be worn to have 
effect, while staves, wands, and weapons must be wielded. If a wizard attempts to cast 
a spell without his bonded object worn or in hand, he must make a concentration 
check or lose the spell. The DC for this check is equal to 20 + the spell's level. If the 
object is a ring or amulet, it occupies the ring or neck slot accordingly.
    A bonded object can be used once per day to cast any one spell that the wizard has in 
his spellbook and is capable of casting, even if the spell is not prepared. This spell is 
treated like any other spell cast by the wizard, including casting time, duration, and 
other effects dependent on the wizard's level. This spell cannot be modified by 
metamagic feats or other abilities. The bonded object cannot be used to cast spells 
from the wizard's opposition schools (see arcane school).
A wizard can add additional magic abilities to his bonded object as if he has the 
required item creation feats and if he meets the level prerequisites of the feat. For 
example, a wizard with a bonded dagger must be at least 5th level to add magic 
abilities to the dagger (see the Craft Magic Arms and Armor feat in Feats). If the 
bonded object is a wand, it loses its wand abilities when its last charge is consumed, 
but it is not destroyed and it retains all of its bonded object properties and can be 
used to craft a new wand. The magic properties of a bonded object, including any 
magic abilities added to the object, only function for the wizard who owns it. If a 
bonded object's owner dies, or the item is replaced, the object reverts to being an 
ordinary masterwork item of the appropriate type.
    If a bonded object is damaged, it is restored to full hit points the next time the 
wizard prepares his spells. If the object of an arcane bond is lost or destroyed, it can 
be replaced after 1 week in a special ritual that costs 200 gp per wizard level plus 
the cost of the masterwork item. This ritual takes 8 hours to complete. Items 
replaced in this way do not possess any of the additional enchantments of the 
previous bonded item. A wizard can designate an existing magic item as his bonded item. 
This functions in the same way as replacing a lost or destroyed item except that the 
new magic item retains its abilities while gaining the benefits and drawbacks of 
becoming a bonded item.
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Scribe Scroll

School Power

School Power

Hit PointsCaster Level Hardness

NOTES

Bonded Object

Opposition School 1

Opposition School 2
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